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RASC National Council Meeting
March 6 -7 ,  1999 (Toronto)

Robert Dick
RASC Ottawa Centre 

National Council Representative

The National Council o f the RASC met in Toronto for a two-day meeting last 
month. As the Ottawa Centre’s National Council Representatives, John Thompson and 
Robert Dick attended the meeting. This article is their “report" to the Ottawa Centre 
membership.

National Secretary Raymond Auclair will be resigning from office. Unfortunately, 
his professional occupation is demanding too much of his time for Raymond to 
continue to be on the Executive of the RASC. The Nomination Committee is actively 
looking for new candidates. If anyone is interested in taking on the position, please 
contact the Ottawa Centre Executive or Doug George, Chair of the Nomination 
Committee.

An assistant to Bonnie Bird, our National Office’s Executive Secretary, has been 
brought onboard. Isaac McGillis will be assisting Bonnie in the shipping of both 
publications and promotional products.

We reviewed reports from a large number of executive, standing and special 
committees serving Council, and I shall now present items of particular interest to 
Ottawa Centre members.

Finance Committee
The 1999 budget projects a deficit of about $25,000. However, the surpluses in 

previous years easily covers this deficit. One identifiable item that contributed to the 
deficit is the new National computer system and the software to manage the 
membership database, the handling of RASC publications, and other business needs. 
The estimate for this capital cost is about $25,000. It is considered an expense and not 
a depreciable asset because of the accounting system National uses.

Publications
The RASC Journal — All is going well and perhaps “too well” for the editorial 

board: Over the last few years since its format has changed, the Journal has grown 
50% larger, and this increase of editorial pages per issue is putting severe strain on the 
limited time of the editorial board. They would still like to have more articles, but if 
you would like to help out in other ways, please contact Dave Turner via email at 
dturner@ap.stmarys.ca.

Dr. Turner has done an outstanding job during the past five years as editor of the 
Journal. which is usually the normal term for the position. To help Dr. Turner avoid a 
burn-out (and perhaps the development of anti-social behaviour), it might be time to 
pass the job over to another editor! If you believe you have what it takes, please contact 
Doug George.
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Observer's Handbook — The Finance Committee and Roy Bishop, editor of the 
Observer’s Handbook, raised important points during their discussions. We should all 
consider these and perhaps debate them here at the Ottawa Centre.

The Observer's Handbook generates considerable income for the Society ($95,000 
in 1998). In the past this has been used to pay most of the bills. One might say that it 
is only because of the Handbook that our fees have been kept so low. National Office 
only gets $21.60 per adult member; in return, members get the Handbook (with a 
value of about $21 in bookstores). SkyNews ($4), the Journal, and the fees provide 
monies for insurance and other programs managed by the committees of National 
Council. The remaining $14.40 of the membership fee goes directly to each Centre. 
Without the success of the Handbook, our fees to the National Office would be much 
higher to support the current publications and services. It can be argued that the 
benefits of the Handbook are being diverted into operational expenses instead of 
supporting new worthwhile programs and membership services.

The cost of providing the publications and services is actually $23.50 per member 
per year. The society actually “loses” money by increasing membership. Only by 
looking at the numbers in the financial report do we see the potentially precarious 
position we are in. Members should consider whether this situation is acceptable. 
Further discussions at the meeting raised other interpretations; we will delve into more 
of this issue later in this article.

RASC Calendar — The 1999 calendar sold out this year. About 1800 were printed 
and the operation generated a profit of $2900. Dr. Rajiv Gupta, editor of the calendar, 
received permission to adapt the 2000 issue to be of more use in the American market 
to increase international sales. The goal is to advertise the RASC outside of Canada 
and to increase revenue from the calendar.

Beginner’s Observing Guide (BOG) — The new edition of the BOG is available. 
It has a blue cover and has revised time-dependent information. It will be available at 
our monthly Centre meetings in a month or so. The cost is higher than the previous 
red-covered edition. The sale price will be determined by the Ottawa Centre Council. 
We still have a few “red editions” and will continue selling these for $8.

Constitution Committee
There will be a vote at the General Assembly this summer (see below) to revise 

the Constitution of the Society. The changes will reflect the new operations of the 
Society with respect to a flexible membership year, and some changes will clarity other 
related matters.

Membership and Promotion (MAP) Committee
Don Hladiuk is Chair of the MAP committee. The committee is revising the 

RASC advertisements in SkyNews and would like to receive pictures from members
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showing various Centre activities (observing with binoculars, youth members in 
action, et cetera).

To help attract new youth members, the committee has expanded the RASC web 
site with information aimed at younger members.

The committee asked the Society to consider the creation of a “Family 
Membership." Arguments for and against the idea were voiced at the meeting. The 
Ottawa Centre should debate this idea as well. As the MAP committee envisages it, the 
cost would be 1½ times the regular adult rate, where a “family" is defined to consist of 
up to two adults and two children. They would receive only one set of publications but 
otherwise all members of the family would have full membership rights. Please give 
your comments to our Ottawa Centre Executive or to the MAP committee so that the 
matter can be resolved at the next National Council meeting.

Computer Use Committee
To increase and improve the service to members, a lot of the work previously done 

by the University of Toronto Press is being brought “in house.” To support this effort, 
the National Office has acquired a new computer system. The old system is connected 
to the office network and will still be used for less demanding tasks.

The RASC’s web site, located at w w w .rasc.ca, has been upgraded with more 
material. If you can, please “drop by.”

Light Pollution Abatement Committee
Most of the LPAC work has been focused on a new web page which can be 

accessed via a link on the RASC’s main page. The page includes a lot of the material 
developed for the Ottawa Light Pollution Abatement Program which has been 
modified for a national audience.

General Assembly
This year’s General Assembly (GA) will be held at the University of Toronto. Our 

GA will include a meeting of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP) and the 
American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO). The event begins on July 
1st and ends on the 7th. The RASC portion of the gathering is from July 1st to the 3rd.

Information on the GA is available on the ASP web site at www.aspsky.org. We 
were told to book reservations for accommodations personally with the New College 
Residence at U of T. Alternatively, attendees may stay at one of the many hotels in the 
area. The Toronto Centre hopes to have information about the GA on their web site in 
the near future.

Other Business
The Hamilton Centre brought three discussion points to this National Council 

meeting. I feel that Ottawa Centre members should debate these points as well and the
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results should be passed on to our own Ottawa Centre Council and then on to the 
National Council at the aforementioned GA in July.

The fee schedule for the RASC defines how the membership fee is split between 
the National Office and the Centres: 60% goes to the National Office and pays for the 
publications and services mentioned above, while 40% goes to the Centres. The 
Hamilton Centre suggests the fee structure be changed to reflect the fact that many 
Centres impose surcharges on their members. (The Ottawa Centre does not have such 
surcharges.)

If accepted, membership in the RASC would be priced at $21.60. "Unattached" 
members (those not affiliated with a Centre) would be charged an additional $14.40 
for a total of $36. Centre fees would be charged separately from the National fee. The 
Centre fee would be whatever the local Centre chooses to charge. In the case of the 
Ottawa Centre, this would be $14.40 for a total of $36.

Apart from a few suggested pragmatic benefits, this increases the "visibility" of 
the cost of National publications and services and the cost of Centre membership. The 
expenses borne by National Office and the Centre are usually different. The operation 
of observatories by several Centres is a severe drain on their resources and result in 
substantial surcharges, whereas the expenses of National Office are for publications, 
office administration, and the delivery of specific member and Centre sendees.

To implement this change requires modification of the Constitution of the RASC 
and perhaps amendments to some Centre by-laws. This cannot be done quickly so 
there is time to debate the idea at Centre meetings.

The Hamilton Centre also proposed a "Family Membership" that supported the 
proposal from the MAP committee.

The third proposal from Hamilton was to return financial surpluses of the Society 
to the Centres. This was not well received. It was believed that the Special Projects 
Fund is available to assist Centres in specific projects. It was acknowledged that a 
more streamlined acceptance procedure would speed up our support of worthy projects. 
A "blanket" return of fees to all Centres would have the effect of changing the current 
60:40 split of membership fees.

Conclusion
It was a long meeting, but I think you will agree that a lot was discussed and 

improvements were made. It is also refreshing to see proposals submitted from Centre 
Councils. This rarely happened in the past.

If you have an idea that will improve the Society, please pass it on to your Ottawa 
Centre Council so it can be raised at National. Next year the Ottawa Centre will be 
allowed three National Council Representatives. If you would like to help out. contact 
your Ottawa Centre councilors.
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Pierre MartinAn April Shower
After a few months of relatively sparse meteor shower activity, April finally brings 

us a decent meteor shower. The Lyrids will be active for several days with a distinct 
peak centered on the morning of Thursday. April 22nd. Observers watching from dark 
skies can expect to see up to 15 or 20 meteors per hour during the maximum. The 
Lyrids’ peak is of short duration and in some years can be easily missed.

The shower’s radiant, the single point in the sky from which the meteors will 
seem to originate, is located in the eastern portion of Hercules near Lyra. The meteors 
have relatively medium to fast speeds and sometimes produce a few fireballs. They are 
visible starting from 10 p.m. but the highest rates will actually be seen in the hours 
before dawn. Although the Lyrids pale in comparison to the popular Perseids in 
August and the recent Leonids outbursts, they are worth keeping an eye out for. In 
some years, they have unexpectedly produced greater activity. For instance. North 
American observers in 1982 witnessed a peak of 90 meteors during a period of one 
hour!

Meteor observing will be held on the night of April 21/22, weather permitting. 
For more details, please contact me via email at p .m a r t in @c y b e ru s .ca or call me 
at 834-2944.

F.L.O. Update Al Seaman

Sunday, March 14th, 1999
The road into F.L.O. was quite passable except for the last 100 feet. Good news 

from Rob Relyea has just arrived — the road and the top of the hill in front of the 
observatory are now clear of snow thanks to the efforts of Rob and Geoff Meek and 
Geoff s kids. Here’s a note from Rob:

“Went up this afternoon at about 1:15 and cleared the rest of the 
road. Took about an hour and a half using my shovel and yard scoop.
I had just finished when Geoff Meek arrived with his two kids. 
Together we cleared off the hill with our scoops, so the place is in 
pretty good shape....”

Great work, guys, and many thanks!

I f  you 've observed at F.L.O., AstroNotes wants to hear about it. Write 
about your observations, whether you saw anything out o f  the ordinary, 
and send in any sketches you drew — this newsletter is the perfect 
medium to share your observations with all other members.
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Wormhole, Wormhole Pat Browne & Franç ois Kupo
Have you ever imagined tunneling through a wormhole to get to another universe 

— one that would have happened save for some fluctuations in probability? Here's a 
report of what might have taken place at some Centre Meeting...

Janember1 Centre Meeting
Gary Boyle, monster of ceremonies, opened the meeting at 8:15 p.m. 

with a general welcome to newcomers. He then announced that the club is 
sending a get-well card to Attilla Danko who is temporarily laid up in the 
Queensway Carleton Hospital after attempting to mount his Dobbie on a new 
equatorial mount imported from Riverside. He also announced that there are 
plans to enhance the AstroNotes newsletter. Bearing the sub-title AstroCiel, it 
will soon become a full-colour ninety-page glossy monthly magazine rivaling 
Sky and Telescope while membership rates would only slightly increase to 
$38 from the current $36 (but would need to be paid monthly).

Paul Comision delivered the latest Cutting Edge report highlighting a 
recent new and controversial finding. Scientists have discovered sidereal 
time. It was found in a dusty comer of the Mount Palomar “Little Eve” Dome. 
Maarten Schmidt, on one of his nightly rambles during observing runs, 
happened to hear a whine of some clock-like device coming from the inside of 
the dome and discovered a timekeeper capable of displaying the sidereal hour, 
minute and second. This will have great impact on those dutiful astronomers 
who can now timestamp their copious logbooks.

Glenn LeDrew prepared some magnificent photographs of the Milky 
Way shot using 200mm lens, follow ed by shots using 199mm, 198, 197, 196.
195, and so on culminating in a shot snapped using a fish eye 8mm Minolta 
lens.

When the lights turned on again, Arnie Weeks and Rob Dick of the Light 
Pollution Abatement committee woke up the audience to announce that they 
had successfully convinced the Mayors of Nepean and Kanata to ban the 
Iridium flashes over the general metropolitan area. The committee is also 
working on reducing the glare of the Milky Way since “the dam thing drowns 
out so much of the sky behind it.” Another program would see coronal mass 
ejections from the Sun specifically aimed at various provincial power grids to 
produce temporary black-outs (only during new Moon, of course) as a major 
light pollution termination initiative. Rob also introduced new RASC 
promotional items: $2 non-glare and red-filtered almond chocolate bars 
which can be safely eaten while observing. Proceeds will go to landing Rob's

1 Remember those superpositions of states — PB 
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son Jonathan on Mars in the next millennium, sparing enough funds for a 
high-gain video camera for proud Dad to view him back on Earth.

Next, Gary Susick was on-stage to demonstrate a dual-purpose dental 
chair and big binocular observing workstation — complete with Winblows 98 
for CCD and X-ray imaging control and an automatic drill attached to the 
end of a spare Canadarm. Gary was inspired by Glenn's binocular chair 
fashioned from a 1962 swing-o-matic. The dental version is the ultimate in 
astronomical comfort & dental hygiene. Discounts on volume purchases for 
the club can be arranged.

Lev Mykvtczuk, coordinator of the Ted Bean Loan Library, has managed 
to acquire the 8-metre Gemini North telescope which now available for 
members to loan out for the usual $5 for a month. Lev warned members that 
the first few loaners managed to crush their cars trying to bring home the 
scope. He’s also looking for a sturdier cardboard box for it. Lev announced he 
has hacked the computers at NASA via the internet allowing members to 
hijack Hubble Space Telescope observing runs each month, again for $5.

Carmen Rush, our astronomy historian coordinator, embarked on a three- 
part series on the astronomical contributions of PDQ Bach. Carmen, a 
member of the illustrious Ottawa Choral Society, has an interest in the 
combination of music and celestial harmonies. PDQ Bach (1807-1742 
[tunneling backwards -PB]). the most neglected son in the Bach family, 
decided to pursue astronomy when he lost interest in composing for rather 
unusual instruments such as the left-handed sewer flute, the bicycle and the 
most promising for astronomy — the tubular-shaped windbreaker.

Al Seaman. F.L.O. Observatory Committee Chair, announced that he 
was successful at removing the 600-mile column of atmosphere above the 
observatory site, thus guaranteeing perfect seeing for members using the 
telescope and allowing them views rivaling those attained by the Hubble 
Space Telescope. “Who needs adaptive optics?” Al was heard to scoff. He did 
note that holding one’s breath and trying not to explode may prove a 
challenge for some members but that the seeing was “definitely” worth it.

And finally Pat Browne, the last lowly technophile of this millennium, 
closed the universe by shrinking down into a tiny singularity and tunneling 
into the wormhole hiding inside the “o” of her AstroNotes cover.
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Max ZolarMaking “Scents” of the Big Bang
Consider our nearest star — the Sun. At its mean distance of 150 million 

kilometres from Earth (about eight light-minutes as the cosmic crow flies), this run-of- 
the-mill Main Sequence star has carved out a small part of space for itself on the inner 
edge of a spiral arm some 30,000 light-years from the centre of the Milky Way galaxy. 
Viewed from the distant shores of the Andromeda Galaxy more than two million light- 
years away, the Sun would be an unresolvable part of the smudge of light that is the 
Milky Way’s beacon of 200 billion stars.

And yet, in the solar system we call home, this star — this Sun — is literally the 
main attraction. Not only does the Sun’s massive gravitational pull choreograph the 
movement of every body and every thing in an immense heliosphere (whose perimeter 
is just now being tested by Earth-launched interplanetary spacecraft decades into their 
voyages), but its seemingly boundless energy breathes both life and death into an oasis 
of planets, asteroids and comets that w ere born of the same solar nebula from which 
the Sun itself was spawned over four billion years ago.

Like all stars our Sun is a specialized by-product of the Big Bang, carrying within 
itself the genetic code, if you will, of the origins of the universe — the lighter elements 
of hydrogen, helium and lithium. There are any number of descriptions of how these 
elements interact to produce the world we see around us (for example, the article “On 
Becoming the Material World” in the February 1998 issue of Astronomy magazine 
gives an excellent explanation of how the elements in today’s universe offer an 
understanding of how the univ erse began), but there have been few demonstrations of 
this process as “tangible” (or unusual) as what is offered at the bottom of this page.

Odours can be powerful triggers of memory. (The jar of my long-deceased 
grandfather’s pipe tobacco I keep downstairs on my workbench unleashes a comforting 
rush of memories whenever I pop the lid for a sniff.) As ridiculous as it sounds, the 
scent of a specially photosensitized paint chip can evoke the essence of the primordial 
elements the Big Bang itself. Follow the simple directions below, and see (or. smell) 
what you discover. I would be pleased to hear your responses through AstroNotes.

Lightly scratch this specially photosensitized paint chip with your 
fingernail, and sniff gently. Although the chip is non-toxic and contains 
no “active” harmful ingredients, when scratched gently its scent 
should evoke a powerful ancient memory response to the earliest 
moments of the Big Bang itself. (Please keep out of direct sunlight.)
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Cosmological Trivia Corner Franç ois Kupo
Last month’s question:

Who coined the term “Big Bang,” 
and can you name at least one person 
who was on a committee that fielded 

proposals for a new term to replace it?

Eric Cohen, a new Ottawa Centre member, correctly answered the first part of the 
question: Fred Hoyle. Congratulations. Eric!

Conventional wisdom has it that Fred Hoyle meant the term Big Bang to be 
derogatory, having coined it in the 1950s talk show to show disdain for the Big Bang 
theory (Hoyle formed the Steady State Theory alternative to the Big Bang, along with 
astronomer Thomas Gold and mathematician Herman Biondi). However. I believe that 
Hoyle has gone on record to say that he never meant the term to be derogatory, and I 
was still trying to confirm this at “press time."

One person who was on a committee that fielded proposals to come up with a new 
term for the theory was the late Carl Sagan. I had hoped that other members of the 
Ottawa Centre would have come up with other names of folks on this committee 
because Sagan was the only one that I remembered.

By the way, the committee did come up with a final term to denote the beginning 
of the Universe: “Big Bang." I can only imagine that none of the proposals could 
surpass this well-known term for its simplicity and utterly clear meaning.

This Month’s Question
Assuming it could and the Sun was to 
suddenly collapse into a black hole,2 

how would the orbit o f  the Earth,
Earth’s climate and Ottawa winters be affected?

If you believe you know the answer, contact Stephen Hawking at once — and then 
contact your newsletter editor via email at kupo@storm.ca or at 841-1991. Grand 
Prize this month will be a miniature black hole complete with a genuine orbiting disk 
of blazingly hot matter and a handy vinyl carrying case (suitable structural 
reinforcements included: X-ray emissions may be hazardous -  keep that suitably 
reinforced vinyl case closed at all times).

2 This being tax time, I figured a question on massive objects that suck in and consume 
everything one-way would be most appropriate
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Paul DesRosiersFirst Light
Like most boys growing up in the fifties, Sputnik and the ensuing Space Race had 

awakened within me a deep interest in outer space. I followed the Gemini and Apollo 
programs avidly, read science fiction stories voraciously, and finally, bought myself a 
$29 mail-order telescope. Although quite a decent little instalment, the 3” reflector 
was hampered by a shaky alt-az mount and by the lights of my city neighbourhood. 
There were no astronomy clubs around that I knew of and no one to act as my mentor. 
The telescope didn’t show me the kinds of Palomar-grade images I saw in books and 
eventually it fell into disuse as I concentrated on getting a university education.

Thirty-five years later when my company downsized me into early retirement in 
the spring of 1996. I realized that I would now have the time to return to my boyhood 
passion. The darker skies of my new rural home would be a big help. I was given the 
choice of farewell gift and so I opted for a telescope.

One day it finally arrived. Full of excitement. I unpacked and assembled the 
components, checked the optical alignment and made a first stab at balancing. By the 
weekend. I was the proud owner of a shiny new 6” Meade reflecting telescope on a 
German equatorial mount. It was now time for “First Light.”

As luck would have it, the night was clear and an eclipse of the Moon was on tap! 
I resolved to try out my new pastime. Thoroughly psyched-up and armed with a copy 
of Astronomy magazine and its star chart for the month, I announced to my wife 
Rejeanne that tonight was the night. Her curiosity aroused, she agreed to accompany 
me. It was still quite cold outside; the temperature was a nippy -5 degrees Fahrenheit 
and our backyard was still buried under two feet of ice-encrusted snow. With Reggie 
opening and closing doors for me and offering helpful suggestions, I heaved the 
surprisingly heavy scope outside. After bundling-up in heavy winter clothes, I shoveled 
a path out to a likely spot and cleared out a space in the snow six feet in diameter. 
Now I had to move the scope out into the clearing. Operating in the dark and burdened 
by the heavy telescope on the narrow path, I collided with my wife and knocked her 
flat on her back into the snow. Hastily depositing the scope in the clearing while 
apologizing profusely, I pulled her back up to her feet and helped her brush off the 
snow on her clothes. Gasping and panting, our breaths visible in the cold, clear air, we 
decided to quickly peer through the scope and then get back into the warm house.

While I fumbled the telescope into a rough polar alignment, Reggie danced 
around behind me, trying simultaneously to keep warm and out of my way. 
Unfortunately, the clearing I had made in the snow wasn’t very large. When I swung 
the scope southward to take my first real look of the Moon in thirty years, she backed 
hastily out of the way, tripped over the knee-high snowbank limits of the clearing and 
crashed onto her back in the snow again! I refrained from suggesting that now was not 
the time to make snow angels and helped her back to her feet while we both had a 
good laugh.
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We finally settled down and took turns gazing dumbfounded at the Moon as it 
sailed into eclipse. What a glorious sight! All the wonder that I had felt during my first 
boyhood peeks at the universe swept over me again. The amazing three-dimensional 
roundness of the eclipsed Moon fascinated Reggie. I think that until that moment, it 
hadn’t really dawned on her what the Moon really was. The spot we’d chosen to carve 
out a clearing in the snow also allowed us to make out Comet Hale-Bopp in the 
northwestern sky just above the trees. Even at a magnification of 50x. the comet was 
awe-inspiring. This was turning into quite the re-introduction to astronomy!

While she was taking her turn at the eyepiece, I recognized Orion in the west. 
When my turn came. I swung the scope around to look for the Orion Nebula and this 
movement again pushed my wife onto her back in the snow! This time, I was the only 
one w ho laughed. I told her that if she was going to keep fooling around she should be 
aw are of the fact that, as much as I loved her. if it came down to a choice between her 
and the telescope falling into the snow, I’d grab the scope. Miffed — and by now 
covered with snow and not a little cold — she retreated into the house.

I was almost cold enough myself to immediately follow her, but before embarking 
on the struggle back through the snow to the house lugging the telescope, I made one 
last observation and found an amazing Mars which was at opposition!

What a night! Astronomy was a lot more exciting than I remembered, and funnier 
too! Although a cold one. my wife and I had to agree that our “First Light” experience 
was a memorable one.
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Rock MallinDon’t Give Up on Older Scopes
In 1997 I purchased a used 8” Criterion Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope complete 

with a deluxe tripod. I must admit. I liked its colour — white and light blue! However. 
1 had been warned by the store’s owner that the telescope was really a '"junker” and 
that he was reluctant to sell the scope; it even sat in the back of the store away from 
anyone who might see it. My intention had been to buy a used Schmidt-Cassegrain for 
use as a solar scope (with a proper solar filter, of course). When I purchase the scope. I 
brought it home and quickly found many defects with it. The motor drive did not work 
and the daytime view was awful! I certainly had a lot of work ahead of me. After 
fixing the dual motor drive and solidifying the rest of the mount, it was time for a star 
test. The result? Oh. man — what a mess! My bargain scope was no longer such a 
bargain. In addition, after two hours of unjamming the collimating screws, I realized 
that someone had tampered with them.

I pointed the scope at Polaris to use it as a reference star to gauge any 
improvements as I worked on the scope. After another two hours, the view was not bad 
but far from perfect. I decided to put away the scope for the night. I started all over 
again the next night to perfect the collimation. As I would find out later that night, the 
work was to pay off. I went to our usual spot on Armstrong road behind the Ottawa 
Airport the same evening to meet with fellow observing partners Pierre Martin and 
Rob Young, among others. After unloading my other scopes, I pulled the "junker” out 
and set it up near Pierre Martin’s Celestron 8” Schmidt-Cassegrain. Later that 
evening, under darker skies. I decided to peer through the "junker.”

I could not believe the view out of this 21-year-old scope! Pierre Martin then came 
over to check the view for himself. As it turned out, the optical qualify was equal to if 
not better than the Celestron 8”! Pierre did a series of star tests and concluded the 
optics were in fact first-rate! I also compared the scope to other 8" Schmidt- 
Cassegrains. with stunning results. The work I performed on the scope had indeed 
paid off. One last thing that bothered me was the amount of dust inside the optical tube 
that had accumulated over the years. I decided to take the scope apart for a major 
internal clean-up.

Have you ever wondered if your Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope needs to be 
serviced? Is your telescope more than 20 years old? Do you use it and store it in dusty 
environments? Well, whatever the case may be, if there is enough dust in your scope, 
its performance will be diminished. How much dust will reduce its performance? That 
depends on how serious your observing requirements are.

Taking apart your telescope is not to be considered lightly — make sure that there 
is enough dust in the scope to justify the disassembly! I have documented the 
procedure I followed to disassemble my scope on a web page on the OAOG site. I 
snapped several illustrative photographs during the tear-down, and I invite interested 
readers with Internet access to read the procedure at the following address:

members.home.net/astronomy/service.htm
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Notes of Interest
Last Call for Centre Millennium Project Proposals!

Put your thinking caps on! The Ottawa Centre is seeking proposals for a 
Millennium Project for the year 2001. The projects can be large or small — just 
something by which the Ottawa Centre can mark the beginning of the new 
millennium. Proposals will be accepted up to the end of April 1999. Contact Brian 
McCullough at (613) 831-4932. send a fax to the same number, or send your email to
madill.mccullough@sympatico.ca.

F.L.O. 16” Telescope Training Session
Glenn LeDrew will be holding a training session at the F.L.O. site on how to use 

the observatory's 16" telescope. The session is scheduled for Saturday, April 24th, 
1999 at 2 p.m. If the weather doesn’t cooperate or for other reasons a delay is required 
the alternative will be to meet the next day on Sunday, April 25th, also at 2 p.m.

Please register with Glenn ahead of time so that he is able to contact you if the 
Saturday session is postponed to Sunday or to a later date. To register (and for precise 
directions to F.L.O.), call Glenn at 721-6987 or see him personally at the April 2nd 
Ottawa Centre meeting.
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Young Observers
The Ottawa Centre welcomes kids of all ages to the Centre's meetings. The doors 

are open at 7:30 p.m. with activities for children to explore different aspects of 
astronomy. Make an all-season star wheel, pick up a handout of things to observe each 
month, look at children's astronomy books, and play with astronomical toys. See 
Debra Tigner, Public Outreach Coordinator of the Ottawa Centre. You don't have to 
be a member to participate — just have an interest in astronomy (and have an adult 
bring you to the meeting).

The Ottawa Centre's web site has a special section for kids called Kid Space. 
There are many activities at the site including a word puzzle, a maze, crafts, poems, 
jokes, questions and answers, space art. and links to other “junior" astronomy sites. 
Check US out at ottawa.rasc .c a.

For Sale — Atlas of Finest NGC Objects
Covers 110 FNGC Objects and over 130 other NGC objects on 107 charts. Charts are 
3 x 4  degrees with limiting magnitude of 12.4. Info on objects is summarized at the 
bottom of each page. Includes 26-page, mag. 7.3 Star Atlas. 145 pages. Messier Atlas. 
Covers all Messier objects. Same format as FNGC Atlas. 140 pages. Both atlases 
available in Correct Image and Mirror E/W formats. Prices are $20.00 each atlas or 
two for $35.00. For more information, please give Harry Adams a call at 
(613) 584-4804 or email to adams@intranet.ca.

February Centre Meeting Jaye Williams
(with technical support from Dad)

Observers Group Chair Gary Boyle opened this month’s meeting welcoming both 
Ottawa Centre members and first-time visitors. The visitors were provided with the 
new “Welcome Kit." Gary reported on the Galileo spacecraft’s arrival at Europa, one 
of Jupiter's four Galilean moons, as well as on the upcoming conjunction of Jupiter 
and Venus on the evening of the 23rd of February (they will be approximately ¼ of a 
degree apart).

Gary reported that Paul Boltwood, an Ottawa Centre Councilor, had entered a 
CCD image in a Sky & Telescope “Deep Sky" challenge. His image was picked the 
winner with its limiting magnitude of 24.1. “Congratulations, Paul!" This was 
achieved from the not-so-ideal location of Stittsville.

Gary asked Paul Comision for this month’s “Cutting Edge" presentation. Paul 
began with a short comment about the failed Russian space mirror experiment which 
could have been the first of many such space-based objects that would eventually ruin 
ground-based visual astronomy unless something is done to stop these objects. He 
suggested that memberships of organizations like the RASC should actively lobby 
against these experiments. In a previous “Cutting Edge" presentation Paul reported 
that an article in the Ottawa Citizen newspaper had suggested that the speed of light
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was not limited to today's accepted, measured value. Recently, an article entitled 
"Inconstant Constants" appeared in the November 1998 issue of Scientific American 
which could fundamentally change the basis of scientific understanding. It reported 
that some of the basic constants upon which our current understanding of the natural 
world are based (such as the speed of light) might not be constants after all. If these 
findings are confirmed, Paul suggested that this would be the most important 
discovery in modern science.

Next up was Pierre Martin, our Meteor Coordinator, who provided a report about 
the recent Geminids meteor shower. During a two-day observation period in 
December. Pierre recorded rates of over 100 meteors per hour. As part of his 
presentation he showed slides of an impressive auroral display seen at the beginning of 
one of the meteor observation sessions. Pierre told us how easy it was to take 
photographs of meteors (while it still demands a lot of patience). One needs a simple 
camera with a 50mm or less focal length lens which has the capability of keeping its 
shutter open for extended periods of time. It should be mounted on a tripod (no 
tracking is really necessary), and a fairly fast film ought to be used. Special 
photography stores are not required for such fast film, as Black’s and Motophoto carry 
films like the Fuji 800 or 1600. Point your camera at the target area of the sky, open 
the aperture to one stop less than its widest, and keep the shutter open for upwards of 
10, 15 or 20 minutes (or close the shutter once you feel you have captured a meteor). 
While the camera is exposing film, you can go back to observing the shower yourself. 
Unguided pictures will show star trails and if a bright meteor is captured it will show 
up as a straight line across the image. However, he did warn that the meteors will need 
to be quite bright to be recorded. A number of slides Pierre presented showed 
Geminids captured during last December’s shower. In closing, Pierre reminded us of 
the possibility of seeing another “enhanced" Leonid shower this coming November 
(Europe will have the best views), and to look for the Perseid shower during almost- 
ideal new Moon conditions in August.

Carmen Rush, the Ottawa Centre’s Historian, was next to present us with a 
lecture on a 20th century astronomer, as promised earlier! Friedrich von Struve was 
the first family member of four generations of eminent German astronomers. Bom in 
Altona on April 15th in 1793, Friedrich’s first appointment was as an observer at the 
Dorpat Observatory in 1813, and eventually as its Director starting from 1817. His 
achievements included a catalogue of double stars published in 1822. Friedrich 
continued to make detailed observations and was one of the first astronomers to detect 
stellar parallax. His son Otto was born on May 7th in 1819 and followed his father’s 
career into astronomy and became Director of the Pulkovo Observatory in 1862. Like 
his father, Otto studied double stars. Otto’s son Karl von Struve was bom in October 
of 1854, studied at Dorpat University, and became Director of the Pulkovo Observatory 
in 1890. He studied the transits of Venus and the orbits of Mars and Saturn, and 
produced a famous paper in 1898 about the ring system of Saturn. Gustav. Karl’s 
younger brother, was born on November 1st in 1858 and became an expert on the 
occultation of stars and on stellar motion. He served as the Director of the University
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of Kharkov's Observatory in 1897. The last in this line of four generations of 
astronomers was also named Otto (son of Gustav), born on August 12th. 1897; he 
became the Director of Yerkes Observatory in 1932, founded the McDonald 
Observatory in Texas, and received the Gold Medal from the Royal Astronomical 
Society in 1944. During his career. Otto developed a nebula spectrograph used to study 
interstellar gas clouds and developed theories about the evolution of stars, planetary 
systems and the universe.

The Ottawa Centre’s President, Brian McCullough, introduced the Ottawa 
Valley Astronomy and Observer Group which had formed a number of years ago by 
several members of the Ottawa Centre. They organize quick and frequent observing 
activities throughout the year at various locations in and around Ottawa. The OAOG 
web site is located at members.home.net/observers-group.

Glenn LeDrew, the Telescope Training Coordinator, was next and started with a 
short description of the telescope training session which Glenn holds twice a year. The 
next session will be on April 24th at 2 p.m. at F.L.O. (refer to the announcement in 
this issue’s Notes o f Interest section). Glenn was using a new audio aid which seemed 
to amplify everything including the “thunder of flea hooves running across my chin,” 
as he put it! After some adjustment the thunder was replaced by Glenn’s voice. His 
first slide was a 15-second exposure of the constellation Orion clearly showing M42 
and other nebulae. Many hot O- and B-type stars are causing the gas clouds to glow 
red — these are emission nebulae. Special narrow-band filters can enhance the detail 
in a nebula and also help detect fainter nebulae. Glenn showed a number of slides 
taken with a narrow-band filter and showed many nebulae including the Rossette, 
NGC 2174 and the upper section of Barnard’s Loop. On a wide angle shot of the 
Milky Way there were many dimmer nebulae which show up with the use of this filter. 
The next part of Glenn’s presentation showed a series of images produced from data 
taken from the Hipparcos and Tyco databases. The images showed large areas without 
stars caused by clouds of gas and dust. However, using infra-red data from the COBE 
satellite the same areas of gas and dust show up brightly on the images.

Brian Burke, our Occultation Coordinator, started his presentation with a 
description of an occultation. Brian receives data from international sources showing 
the times and observing positions of when planets move in front of bright stars. 
Another set of data predicts times when the Moon skims past a star like Aldebaran — 
a grazing occultation. This data is made available each month. If after careful analysis 
of the data a grazing occultation can be seen within a reasonable distance of Ottawa, 
Brian will try to organize an observation session to see this event. Grazes can only be 
seen from a narrow strip of land many kilometres long, and if a suitable secondary 
road is available running along this strip, an observing session will be arranged. 
During the actual event, careful observation records are necessary and this is usually 
done using a tape recorder for taking notes. To provide an accurate time for the 
observations, a time signal, such as from WWV or CFHU. is recorded in the 
background. The last item required for your occultation records is an accurate position
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of where the observations were taken from. A 1:25.000 topographical map is 
reasonable — the more accurate you record your position, the better.

Sandy Marie is a local painter of spectacular images of space and astronomical 
events. With her imagination as a guide, you are transported to special places where 
emission nebulae, globular star clusters, and comets have never looked so fantastic. 
Sandy presented many slides showing paintings of her collection. Each painting is 
unique and presents viv id views to entice our imaginations. Thank you. Sandy, for 
taking us all to your special place in the universe where dreams of images of fantastic 
objects can come true.

Al Seaman, the Observatory Committee Chair, provided a report on activities at 
the Centre’s Fred P. Lossing Observatory. Using the funds allocated from this year’s 
budget, Al is arranging for the roadway into F.L.O. to be plowed just before new 
moons. On Friday, January 25th, the F.L.O. was invaded: Peter Williams and friends 
had arrived in the early evening and then twenty-odd members of David Lauzon’s 
astronomy class arrived for an observing session as well. It was established that the 
limit for parking during the winter was 14 vehicles — the parking area was packed 
solid — and it took nearly 15 minutes to extract a guest’s car. To complete his 
presentation, Al showed a number of slides of the Moon taken at the prime focus of the 
observatory’s 16” telescope.

Gary closed the meeting at 10:30 p.m. reminding everyone of the after-meeting 
meeting at Kelsey’s. Refreshments were graciously served in the museum lobby 
courtesy of Anne and Art Fraser.

An AstroNotes Call for Submissions
Submissions are graciously accepted. Consider this newsletter as your open-line 

talk show broadcasting to well over 350 members. Send in letters to the editor about 
any comments you have regarding the amazing field of astronomy, about articles you 
see within these pages, or send in any o f the following:

• "How-to” articles for newer members (and even “How-not-to” articles)

• Introductory articles about your favourite field of astronomy, from observing 
through binoculars to explaining why the shuttles in Armageddon wouldn’t get 
very far without their external fuel tanks

• Your observation logs and reports and advice on how to write such logs

• Sketches and astrophotographs

Your articles, sketches, logs, reports, photographs & Trivia Corner answers 
should be submitted by Thursday, April 22nd, 1999 to make the May ’99 issue the 
most spectacular issue yet!
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Volunteer Needed to be Ottawa Centre Meeting Recorder
The Williams family, our excellent and intrepid Centre meetings 
recorders since early 1998. has also taken on the massive task of 
organizing Astronomy Day this coming May. As such, the position 
of Centre Meeting Recorder is open for a volunteer to jot down notes 
during meetings and to write up reports for AstroNotes.

If you'd like to volunteer for this position to get your name in lights 
(or at least printed on wood pulp), please contact François Kupo, 
editor of AstroNotes, at 841-1991 or via email at kupo@storm.ca.

Next Centre Meeting
We look forward to seeing you at our next Ottawa Centre meeting at 8:00 p.m. on 

Friday, May 7th, 1999, at the National Museum of Science and Technology. The 
regular highlights to expect include:

• Paul Comision’s always-intriguing “Cutting Edge of Astronomy” presentation 
followed by two hours of talks, slides, and all tilings astronomical

• The monthly lot of door prizes (usually donated by gracious members)

• Telescope loans (rent a scope -  $5 for the month; contact Lev at 521-8221) 
and access to the Ottawa Centre's astronomy library

• After-meeting refreshments courtesy of Anne and Art Fraser while members 
mingle & catch up with each other for an hour or so

• And last but not least, instant access to your copy of AstroNotes!
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